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THE RETURN OF BESSARABIA WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES
OF THE COUNTRY – INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CONDITIONS
Corneliu-Mihail LUNGU

Abstract. Given that over the time, a great deal has been written - fully justified about Bessarabia’s history, I considered that there is no need to approach again some
of the aspects that are too well known and dealt with scientific probity by those who
dared to. We wanted to use the memory of other documents - especially those
preserved in foreign archives - in order to outline, in the first place, the very special
internal and external conditions in which the return of Bessarabia to Romania was
made. Another aim is to demonstrate that the only ones who wanted the unity and
fought for this purpose were just the Romanians, without any type of support from
anyone, but obstacles and barriers.
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In 1812, 200 years since the annexation of Bessarabia by Tsarist Russia, I
published a study1 based on archive documents demonstrating that the act was
intentional and possible due to the agreement of other great powers. Now, a
century after the territory between Prut and Nistru returned in the natural
boundaries of the Country, I considered appropriate, based on other documentary
testimonies, to mark the event that opened both the way to fulfilling the national
ideal and the completion of the process of Romania’s unification that started in
1859.
Given that over the time, a great deal has been written - fully justified - about
Bessarabia’s history, I considered that there is no need to approach again some of
the aspects that are too well known and dealt with scientific probity by those who
dared to. We wanted to use the memory of other documents - especially those
preserved in foreign archives - in order to outline, in the first place, the very
special internal and external conditions in which the return of Bessarabia to
Romania was made. Another aim is to demonstrate that the only ones who wanted
the unity and fought for this purpose were just the Romanians, without any type of
support from anyone, but obstacles and barriers.
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